Abstract. This paper is a continuation of a joint paper of the author with F. Przytycki and M. Urbañski. We study a harmonic measure on a boundary of so-called repelling boundary domain; an important example is a basin of a sink for a rational map. Using the results of the above-mentioned paper we prove that either the boundary of the domain is an analytically embedded circle or interval, or else the harmonic measure is singular with respect to the Hausdorff measure corresponding to the function <j>c(t) = íexp(c\/log | log log log j) for some c > 0 .
Introduction and statement of results
Let Í2 be a simply connected domain in the Riemann sphere C, card(C -Q) > 2. Let 7? : D -* Q. be the Riemann map from the unit disc D onto Q. Since 7? has nontangential limits almost everywhere on Sl = dD [D] , the image 7?^/ of the length measure / on 5 can be considered.
This measure (denoted usually by w and called a harmonic measure on <9Q ) has been studied a long time (see [Mk2 and PUZ] for the corresponding references), with the most interesting results obtained recently in two remarkable papers, [Mkl and Mk2] .
For an increasing function (p: R+ -► R+ , <fi(0) -0 we define an outer measure for A c C :
Í' A^(A) = liminflYd4> (diamBj) where the infimum is taken over all coverings of A with balls of a diameter smaller than ô (the diameter is computed with respect to the spherical metrics on C). In particular, for <p(t) = f, we obtain the a-dimensional Hausdorff measure. A,,, will be denoted by A .
We say that p is singular with respect to A^ , if for every Borel set E c C, A,(E) = 0 => p(E) = 0 ; p is singular with respect to A, if there exists a Borel set E c C such that p(E) -1 and A,(E) -0. Notice that /ilAa implies that HD(/i) < a, while p < Aq implies that HD(/i) > a.
In his remarkable paper [Mkl] , N. G. Makarov proved that (1) oj lAo for all a > 1, solving the conjecture due to Oksendal [0] . In [Mk2] , Makarov gave a proof of the equality HD(a>) = 1 for every Jordan domain (this result was generalized afterwards for an arbitrary simply connected domain).
Moreover, he obtained the following "universal estimate" of co : there exists a constant C > 0 (independent of a domain) such that (2) co « A^ , where A, is a Hausdorff measure corresponding to the function 4>c(t) = te\p Í CylOgylOglOgy Now, (2) immediately leads to (3) co « Aa for all a < 1.
Putting together (1) and (3), one obtains HD(w) = 1.
We are going to study the harmonic measure on the boundary of a domain on which some special holomorphic dynamics exist. Below we give a definition.
Definition. Let Q be a simply connected domain with card(C -ß) > 2 . Assume there exists a holomorphic map / defined on a neighborhood U of <9Q such that f(U nQ)cQ, f(dQ) = dQ, and f]f'n(UnQ) = dCi. n=\ Then Q is called a repelling boundary domain (RB-domain). D
The RB-domains were studied in [PI, P2 and PUZ] . The most important example of such a domain (which motivated the definition above) is a basin of a sink for a rational map.
For RB-domains there exists an invariant, ergodic measure on oí), equivalent with co (see §1), and the proof of the equality HD(<y) = 1 can be obtained by use of dynamical methods. A. Manning was the first to give the proof for a basin of attraction of co for a polynomial with expanding property on the Julia set.
A general proof (for an arbitrary RB-domain) was given in [PI and P2] . In [PUZ] we studied the relation between co and various Hausdorff measures, showing that usually co happens to be "very singular." More precisely, a striking dichotomy was observed:
Theorem A (see [PUZ, §6] ). Assume that Q is an RB-domain. Then there exists c(co) > 0 such that co ± A, for every c e (0, c(co)), Obviously, only c(co) strictly positive gives us the required singularity of co.
In [PUZ] we were only in a position to check that in the case of fdQ expanding either c(co) is positive or <9Q is a real-analytic Jordan curve.
The aim of the present paper is to study a general (nonexpanding) case. We prove the following result:
Theorem. If Q is an RB-domain, then the transition parameter c(co) is always positive (and thus co is as singular as in Theorem A o/ [PUZ] ) except for two cases: dO. is a real-analytic Jordan curve or an analytically embedded closed interval. D This theorem was stated as a conjecture in [PUZ] . The other conjecture was that HD(<9Q) = 1 also implies that dQ is an analytic Jordan curve or an analytic interval. This conjecture can be proved by adapting the methods of [Z] .
Steps of proof
First, recall some notations and facts proved in [PI, P2, and PUZ] . Let 7?: D -► Q be the Riemann map. Let g = R~ o f o R. The map g is defined on some annulus P = {z e C : r0 < \z\ < 1}. The map g extends to the closed annulus clT*, leaves the unit circle Sl invariant and therefore it can be extended beyond clD (by the symmetry principle). Moreover g.$i is expanding (see [P2, §7] for the proofs of these facts).
There exists a measure v on S , equivalent to the Lebesgue measure, invariant under g (a Gibbs measure for -log|g'|).
The measure p = Rtu is well defined (since 7? has nontangential limits u-a.e.) and equivalent to co.
Let <p = log|A^|.
Then <p e L2(Sl, u) (see [PUZ, §5, Lemma 4] ) and / <pdv = 0 [P2, Theorem 2].
We study a behavior of the sequence of random variables (1) n ^ Sncp = cp + cpo g + ---+ tpogn~ .
This sequence indicates how strong the boundary compression is under 7?.
(To see this, assume for a moment that F,aa is expanding (then 7? extends continuously to clD). Let B be a small ball around p e Sl ; take the first n such that gnB is large. Then . "', .. is (up to a constant factor) a diameter of B, while . .." i1 . is (up to a constant factor) a diameter of R (B) . Thus, expS^ equals (up to a bounded factor) dfo^B) . The same idea applies also in a general, nonexpanding case.) Let sf be a Markov partition for g. By sf " we denote a partition sf V g"Vv-vg"(""V.
The asymptotic variance for the sequence Sncp is defined by
This limit exists since we have 
/' \cp -E(cp\s/n)\2+S dv<Kßn for some Ô >0,K,ß as above, (a quick approximation by conditional expectations with respect to s/", see [PUZ, §5, Lemma 5] ). If a ^ 0, then the properties (3), (4), and (5) allow us to conclude that the sequence Sncp satisfies the Law of Iterated Logarithm (it can be deduced from a general Theorem 7.1 in [Ph-St] , see also [PUZ, §1, (14) ]: Lemma. Under the assumptions above, the asymptotic variance a is zero iff <p is homologous to zero in L (v), i.e.
(8) lo%\f oR\-lo%\g\ = uog-u for some u e L (v). G Our first step is to show that if o = 0, then the derivative 7?' of the Riemann map has nontangential limits in /-almost all points in S1. The logarithm of the limit function belongs to L2(z/) and can be taken as u in the formula (8). This is done in §2.
The next essential step is to prove that the Riemann map extends continuously to clD. Moreover, 7?' extends to a continuous function defined on clD.
This will be proved in §3.
The method is close to that used in [Z] and exploits an explicit construction of the Pesin set, which has been done in [PUZ, §5, Lemma 8] .
Next, we study the possible behavior of trajectories of critical points in <9Q. We show that each critical trajectory must fall into a source (Proposition 4, §4).
In Proposition 5, §5, one shows that in the neighborhood of a point p which is not a critical value, dCl is a smooth arc. This leads easily to the conclusion that d£l is a smooth Jordan curve or a smoothly embedded closed interval (Corollary 4, §5).
We complete the proof by showing that <9Q is actually analytic. To prove this, we adapt the Sullivan's argument [Su; P3; PUZ, §6,  Step 5 of the proof of Theorem C].
2
We start with a proposition which has been already stated in [PUZ] under an additional assumption that / is defined on the neighborhood of the whole Q. The proof which we give here allows us to omit this assumption.
7?' will denote the usual derivative, /' is (in general) the spherical derivative.
Proposition 1. 7/Q is an RB-domain and log\f'oR\ is homologous to log\g'\ in L (S , v), then the function R1 has nontangential limits almost everywhere. O Proof. First, suppose that el Í2 ^ C, then one can assume that oo £ cl Q, and one can consider the usual derivative / ' instead of the spherical one. Denote
By the assumption, we have
for some u e L (S , v).
For a function h e L (S , À), we denote by h the extension of h given by the Poisson integral. Notice that h belongs to the Hardy space h2 and has a nontangential limit equal to h almost everywhere [D] . (Again, w = 0 if / is defined on the whole Q, since ß o g is harmonic in this case.) Since cp = uo g -u a.e. in S , it follows that (5) Thus,
For x e P such that x, g(x),... , g"(x) e P, we have (f)'(R(x):
where Snwix) -J2"Iq w(g'(x)), analogously Snv(x).
We need a simple Lemma 1. Both v and w extend to Lipschitz-continuous functions clP, v,s¡ -w.s¡ =0. D
Assume that Lemma 1 is proved. Let x e P ; take the smallest n such that g"(x) £ P. By (7) we have
Since v and w axe Lipschitz-continuous, v,si -w,s> =0, and g is expanding, both sums S v and S w can be estimated by
where C,D are some constants. Also, log\R'(gn(x))\ and u(g"(x)) axe bounded since g"(x) is far from Sl . Thus, using (8), we conclude that the difference log|7?'|-S is bounded. Thus, the integrals /r5i(log|7?'|) are bounded because this is the case for the integrals frS¡ ü (a belongs to the Hardy space h2). f It follows that 7?' is in the Nevanlinna class (i.e. frS¡ log+ \R'\ axe bounded) and therefore 7?' has nontangential limits almost everywhere [D] .
It remains to consider the case cl Q = C. Then one can assume that co e inti2. Take a univalent representation 31: Doe = {z:|z|>l}-»Q such that 00 -> CO .
We repeat the proof above with the functions v , w , replaced by v x, wx, tpx where vx(z) = v(^), similarly for wx and cpx. The proof of Lemma 1 changes slightly. The conclusion is that the function D 3 z h-> 31 I -1 has nontangential limits a.e.
Since 7? can be taken as 3î(\), also 7?' has nontangential limits a.e. D Proof of Lemma 1. First, notice that both v and w have nontangential limits equal to zero a.e. Indeed, recall that v = ç -log |^-+^|, w = uo g -uo g.
Both tp and log|L^ß-| have nontangential limits equal to uo g -u a.e.
We shall show that also the integrals fs\ \v\, and ¡rSi \w\ tend to zero as r -> 1, by finding integrable majorants.
Let x e Sl. We have
Now, cp(rx) can be estimated (independently by r) by the function x h-> sup0< , \(p(px)\ (integrable by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem, see [D] )." -are univalent. Thus, the integrals /r5i 'c ," are bounded [D] .
Hence, the function ;i2) H(x) = J2 SUP |log|7?-c , 0<r<l
i ' I (being a majorant of log \f'oR\(rz)) is integrable, again by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem.
The conclusion is that /r5i \v\ -+ 0 as r -► 1 . Now, we check the same for w . Recall that JrS\ w -JrSt uo g -frS¡ u o g .
We have
since Wog e h2. The second integral equals r • /de(0 2n) ug(rel ) dû. Since the argument of g (re ) changes monotonically with û (for r close to 1 ), this can be estimated by D • Jsi sup0< j u(px) ( D is some constant). The integral above is finite by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem. Thus, also frS¡ \w\ -► 0 as r -> 1. The proof of Lemma 1 can now be finished with the following (rather standard) argument:
Let V be the unique function harmonic in P, continuous in P with boundary functions: zero on Sl and v on rQSl. (Recall that P = {z : r0 < \z\ < 1}.) We have (14) V
for x e P(R, rQ) = {z : r0 < \z\ < R < 1}, where gR is the Green's function for P" , . The same is true for v and, consequently, for V -v . Before proving Theorem 1 we introduce some notations. For x e D\{0}, let rx denote the ray containing x (rx = {t • x : 0 < t < rjy}). Take a e (0, n) and x e D, x # 0. Let C(x) be a cone bounded by two straight lines intersecting at x, such that the angle between each line and rx equals a/2. C is a sum Cx U C2 of interiors of two angles. We denote by T(x) the set C;n7),where C; is chosen so that 0 £ Cl (Figure 1) . Similarly, for y e S' by S(y) we denote C n 7), where C is chosen so that 0 e C; (Figure 2 ). Fix 1 > p0 > 0 so that g is expanding in the annulus P = {z e C : p0 < |z|<l}.
One can assume that oo £ dQ. and oc ^ R(P). R' will denote the usual derivative.
We shall prove that R\p is bounded.
We need some technical lemmas.
Lemma 2 (see [P2, §2] ). There exists C > 0 such that for every simply connected domain V c P such that diam V < ô < l-p0 and for every branch g~n defined
For r < 1 denote by Pr , the set {z e C : r < \z\ < 1} .
Lemma 3. For every 0 < a < n and ß e (a, n) there exists r e (pQ, 1) such that if g~n is a branch of g~" defined in Sa(y) n^ , (y eSl), then (2) g~"(Sa(y)nPrA)cSß(g;n(y)). d
We omit easy proofs. We say that q is a critical value if q = f(c) for some n > 1 and a critical point cedO. (critical trajectories coming from beyond clft are unsubstantial).
First, choose a point x e Sx such that 7? has the radial limit p at t. We assume that p is not a critical value of / (this can be done, since co (critical values of /) = 0 ). The proof of Theorem 1 is based on Propositions 2 and 3 below.
Proposition 2. (a) There exists a disc B around p such that for every ae(Q,n) there exist 1 > r, > 0 such that if x erx and \x\ > rx, then RiTaix)) c B.
(b) The derivative R' is bounded in Ta(x). O Proof. Let B be a disc around p such that there are no critical values up to order M in 2-B (whereby 2-B we denote a disc with the same center and with a radius twice as large). We assume also that f~'(2-B) c U for every branch /"' (i < M) such that f~'(p) e 9fi. (Recall that U is the neighborhood of dQ where / is defined.) The constant M will be fixed later on (after the statement of the Main Lemma). Take ß e (a, n) and r as in Lemma 2.
Since the radial limit of 7? along rr exists, there is r2 e (0, 1) such that Rix) e \B for \x\ > r2, x e rr. One can assume that r2> r.
Let y e r2 • x. Take x e rr, \x\ > r2, and z e Taix) (Figure 2 ). Join the points x and z with the segment y of a straight line. (Obviously, y c Taix).)
We claim that 7?(y) c B if |x| is close to 1.
Suppose the contrary, i.e. that 7?(y) crosses dB . Take a parametrization of y-(3) [0,l] 
3t^y(t) = t-z + (l-t)-x.
Let t0 = sup{i : y([0, t]) c B}. Let w = y(t) for some t e (0, t0). We compare log|7?'(y)| and log|7?'(ui)| (see Figure 3) . To do this, we apply to both y and w an appropriate branch of g~n .
Fix ô < 0, K > 0. Let g~n be a branch of g~" defined in Ta(x). This branch is called good if there exists a holomorphic branch /~" defined in 2 • B and such that The third summand is bounded independently of n (Lemma 2). If g~" is a good branch, then also the second summand is bounded, since f~" is defined in 2-B and R(y), R(w) are in B (use the Distortion Theorem for univalent functions, [Go] ). We are going to find for infinitely many n good branches g~" such that log 17?'(g~n(y))| and log|7?'(g-'I('u;))| are bounded (independently of n ). The proof uses the construction made in [PUZ, Lemma 8, §5] . This lemma contains an explicit construction of the Pesin set. We shall formulate it here in a more convenient form. Let (S1, g, v) be the natural extension of (S1, g, v). (Recall that the elements of S axe sequences x -(■■ ■ x_k, x_k+x, ... , x0, xx, ...) such that g(x¡) -xi+x.) U: S -► S denotes the projection onto Oth coordinate.
The domain T (x) cuts out an arc I c S . There is an arc L,, c L a s > w (depending on w ) such that for every t e Lw we have: w e Sa(t). Then (by Lemma 3) for every branch g~n defined in Ta(x), (9) g;"(w)eSß(g;n(t)).
Since y also belongs to Sa(t) for t e Lw , we have (io) g~"(y)esß(g;n(t)).
Main Lemma (see [PUZ, Lemma, §5] Since the measure v is ergodic, for P-almost all q e Kw g~"(q) falls into F = n~1iF) with a frequency i>iF) > A. Take such a typical point Q = (<7/)^-oo e Kw ■ For " such that B~n{Q) 6 F , we have \o{q_n)\<K (by (14)).
As we noticed above, This estimate shows that 7?(y) cannot cross dB if |x| is close to 1. Indeed, notice that (18) is valid for every w = y it), t e [0, t0] . Thus, 
Assume that both y and w axe points of Ta(x), g~n is, as before, a good branch. The second summand can be estimated by C • \R(x) -R(y)\, where C is some constant (by the Distortion Theorem, see [Go] ). But we already know (Proposition 2, (b) ) that R<T ¡xs is uniformly continuous. Thus, the second summand tends to zero as \x -y\ tends to zero.
To estimate the first summand we have to find a common branch g~n such that g~"(y) e Sß(qy) for some qy e F and g~n(w) e Sß(qw) for some qw e F (ß is as in the statement of Lemma 3; see the proof of Proposition 2).
Take the set Kx as in the statement of the Main Lemma. Let 3s be a partition of Kx given by a partition of Lx into points. By v we denote a conditional measure on the fiber & = {(... q_k, q_k+x, ... , q0, qx, ...) : qQ = q} . Let G = {q e Kx : g~"(q) fall into F with a frequency > ij . The set G has a full measure since g is ergodic. Thus (by the definition of a conditional measure) (20) ^(ffn/J = 1 for a.e. q e Lx .
Notice that we have a natural isomorphism between fibers of the partition n : the element (...q_k, q_k+x, ■ ■■ , q0, qx, ...) e & is identified with (• • -P-k , P-k+l ,...,P0,Px,...)e^Po iff P_n = g~"ip0) and q_n = g-"(q0) for some branch g~n defined in the neighborhood of L. Denote this identifica- is proportional to \(g~")'(p0)\, similarly for q . The corresponding ratio (proportional to \", p° ) is bounded by the distortion property.
Thus, for almost every p e Lx and q e Lx (21) ùq(<ppq(Gn^p)n(Gn^q)) = l.
We choose p e Lw and q e Ly satisfying (21). If r eS^f) cpp q(G n¿Fp), then with a frequency v(F) > j we have g~"(r) e F, and also with a frequency v(F), g~"(s7>plq(r)) e F . Thus, one can find infinitely many rc's so that (22) 8q"iP) G F, g~"(q) e F for some g~" defined in the neighborhood of L.
By the choice of Lw, Ly, and Lemma 3 we get (23) g;niy)ESßig;nip)) and g^iw) e Sß(g;"(q)).
This allows us to finish the proof (using the properties (13) and (15) such that for / > k f (c) is not a critical point. Now, take j e Z+ for which there exists s e S such that (1) s*gkiq), gJis) = gk+Jis) and (2) Ris) í fie).
(The number j satisfying (1) and (2) exists because otherwise all points s satisfying (1) would have the same image / (c) under 7?. This contradicts the continuity of 7?.) For some i < j we have (3) Rig1 is)) Í f+\c) and (4) R(gi+\s)) = fk+i+\c).
Denote R(g'(s)) by x. It follows from (a) that x is either a critical point or a critical value. Now, we repeat the whole procedure with / (c) replaced by fk+j(c) and proceed by induction. Since there are finitely many critical points, one gets
fie) = fid), f-\d)¿f-\c),
for some critical point d e dQ and /, r, m, n e Z+ or / (c) is periodic. But (5) and (6) also imply that either f\c) or f(c) is periodic. We denote this point by p. Let p = fie), then p = Rig (q)). We claim that the trajectory of q is also finite. One can assume that f(p) = p . As before, one can find s = g'is) e S such that (7) X = R(s)¿f+'(c)=p and (8) Rigi+lis)) = fl+\c) = f(p)=p.
Now, x -Ris) is a critical value (by (a)) and x is not periodic. By Corollary 3(b) x has finitely many preimages under 7?. But also x belongs to the finite set of critical values. Thus, there are only finitely many points 5 which can satisfy (7).
Since this construction can be repeated infinitely many times, we get for some 5 as above: (9) gJ,(q) = qr,(s) and (10) gi,(q) = g2(s) for some jx, j2, rx, r2 e Z+ . This implies that gh (q) or gjl(q) is periodic.
Finally, we check that p is a source. One can assume that p = R(g (q)), g(g'(d)) = g'(q) » and f(p) -p . It is easy to see that for w e D, w close to r, (11) log|Ä/(ti;)|w(degc/-l)log|u;-^(g)|,
where the sign « means that the difference is bounded. Obviously, (12) log\R'(g(w))\ + log\g'(w)\=log\f'(R(w))\ + log\R'(w)\.
Putting (11) to the formula (12) and comparing it again with (11) (for g(w) ), we get (13) log|/'(p)|=degc/-log|^(^(^))|.
(We omit a straightforward computation.) Thus, p is a source. D
<9Q IS ANALYTIC
Proposition 5. If log \f'oR\-log \g'\ is homologous to zero and (a) p is an arbitrary point and there are no critical points in dQ, or (b) p is a critical point not being a critical value, then in a neighborhood of p d£l is a smooth arc.
Proof. Let V be a small neighborhood of p . Then 7?~ (VndCl) is a union of countably many arcs /¡. c S . Since the derivative ^f is uniformly bounded in /,'s (see Corollary 1, §3), there is a neighborhood U c V such that Uf)Li ^ 0 only for a finite number of curves L; = 7?(/;) and Li have no self-intersections. Taking a smaller neighborhood one can assume that p e Li for all the curves Li intersecting U. But every Lt is an image of an arc under a map with nonzero derivative, see Corollary 2, §3. Thus, there are at most two arcs LX,L2, tangent at p .
First, consider (a). In this case fdQ is expanding for some n (because log |7?'| extends to a bounded function on D, using Corollary 1, §3). Now, the proof can be deduced directly from Lemma 2, §4 of [PUZ] . This lemma says that if log |/' o7?| is homologous to log|g'| and fdÇl is expanding, then dil is a Jordan curve. The corresponding proof, however, is very complicated (it does not use the fact that 9Q is smooth). In the improved version of [PUZ] , it will be replaced by the reasoning below.
We use two other (very simple) lemmas of [PUZ] . First, using Lemma 3, §4 [PUZ] we notice fdÇl expanding implies cl Q, ^ C . Then, having assumed that dû, is not a Jordan curve, one can find a constant K > 0 such that for every r > 0 there exists x e C -cl Q such that dist(p, x) < r and (1) dist(x,dÇi)/dist(x,p)>K.
( (1) is obvious for r large (since clH ^ C ); take a ball B(p, r) and n so big that f (B(p, r) ) is large; then go back. Using the distortion property we can keep the same constant K for all r ; see the proof of Sublemma of Lemma 2, §4 in [PUZ] .)
But we already know that in the neighborhood of p dQ, is a sum of two smooth arcs, tangent at p. This contradicts (1) and proves (a).
where (p is a critical point) and f(J) is an open-closed (topological) interval. Moreover, for k > 1 / (J) has no self-intersections (otherwise some points of fkJ would lie in Q) and fk(J) contains a neighborhood fkW of fk(J).
Thus, in the neighborhood of / (J) there are no other points of dQ.. It follows that / (J)Uf (J) (k, I > 0) is an arc if the intersection is nonempty. Therefore, the whole boundary dCl = \Jk=:0f (J) (for some N > I) is topologically a closed interval.
In the next proposition we finish the proof by showing that dQ is analytic.
Proposition 6. 7/log|/'o7?| is homologous to log|g'| then dil is either (a) an analytic Jordan curve or (b) an analytically embedded closed interval. O Proof. If there are no critical points in d Q, then / is expanding (see the proof of Proposition 5(a)). Now, one adapts the ideas of Sullivan [Su] to prove that dQ is actually analytic (see [P3] or [PUZ, §6, Theorem C] for details).
If there are critical points in dQ, then <9fí is (topologically) an interval (Corollary 4(b)). One can assume that the endpoints of this interval are 1,-1 and /(1) = 1.
Consider the map U: C -> C, n(z) = z+| , n is a two-sheet covering of C ramified at the points 1,-1 and y = U.~\dQ) is a Jordan curve. y dissects C into two topological discs DX,D2, each of them being mapped by one-to-one onto C -<9Q.
The map / can be lifted to both Dx and D2 by a formula / -U~ o foil. The lifted maps glue to a continuous map defined on the neighborhood of y. Now, both Dx and D2 are RB-domains for /. One can easily check that f has no critical points. Moreover, if R is a Riemann map onto, say, Dx and g = R~l ofoR, then log\f oR\ is homologous to log|Jr'| • (Otherwise y would not be rectifiable; compare Theorem 2 in [Z] .)
Using (a), we conclude that y is a real-analytic Jordan curve. Let 5 3 t -> yit) be a parametrization; we know that it extends to a holomorphic map defined on a neighborhood of S in C. Denote by t_x, tx the points which are mapped to -1,1 respectively.
Then the composition [t_x, tx] 3 t -» n()>(r)) gives the required analytic parametrization defined on the arc [/_,, tx] c Sl. D
